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The pension landscape has changed so
that individuals need to take responsibility
for their retirement income
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There’s been a lot going on in
pensions
“Bank of England's chief economist admits: 'Even I

can't make the remotest sense of pensions' and says
experts and advisors 'have no clue' either”
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The pensions landscape
4.3 Help people to make proper provision
for their retirement

•

Average pension income is £270 per week
(£14,000 per annum)

•

Increasing amount coming from defined
contribution pensions

•

People need:
 greater personal responsibility
 knowledge of investments
 other savings – ISAs?
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How important are defined contribution pensions?

Source: DWP Pensioner income projections March 2015
6Freedom & Choice. Or a free for all?

© 2015 Deloitte Total Reward and Benefits Limited. All rights reserved.
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Access to pensions guidance currently
available and what is covered by guidance
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Access to pensions guidance
Budget 2016
• New pensions guidance body incorporating TPAS, Pension Wise and bits of MAS
• Slimmed down money guidance body
Structure
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What is covered by pensions guidance?
TPAS current offering
• Pensions is the core subject matter
• Covers State pension
• Also discuss other savings and debt & benefits issues
What guidance does
• Gets people started
• Helps them understand what they have and the questions to ask
• It is personalised and much more than information
Key features
• Independent and impartial – can get closer to the “choose and buy”
• Delivered by specialists
• Value for money
Result of guidance
• Customer may feel able to self serve
• Customer may realise why they need advice
• Customer will be more informed
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Experience since the Freedoms and
Choice changes
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TPAS experience
•

71% growth in number of customers

•

Budget of £6.4m and cost per direct customer £36

•

Questions longer and more complex

•

Lots achieved but more to be done……

Aim needs to be making seeking guidance on retirement
income the social norm
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Customer insight: top concerns since April 2015
1. Suitable products not available
2. Provider or scheme restrictions
3. Managing of customers’ expectations
4. Unclear communication of process
5. Problems with access to advice
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Pension providers, employers and
guidance providers working together to
support individuals
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People struggle with pensions
• …find them complex, difficult to understand.
• People don’t understand whether they have DB or DC pension.
• People don’t check how much pension they have saved.
• A lot of problems in tracing old pensions.
• Don’t understand or read provider communications.
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Working together
Customer insight
• Most likely trigger - point of retirement – this is too late
• 17% - start of retirement saving also an important trigger
• 16% - introduction of pension freedoms
• 0.5% - enquiries triggered by provider communications
Working together examples
• Provider – invitation for 15 minute conversation
• Workplace – supporting customers as scheme changes or De-risking
• Workplace – additional support for more holistic conversation
• However…traditional workplace support no longer relevant.
Benefits of working together
• Increase customer trust by suggesting that seek further help from independent body
• Help where customer is struggling e.g. IDR and scams
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Benefits of mediation service
•

Pre warning

•

Independent view - ~60% of complaints received by TPAS are 1st party issues

•

Early intervention

•

Cost – 93% of cases resolved through mediation

•

Discuss systemic problems – set up systems for multiple complaints

ADR

Pensions
guidance

Complaint /
dispute

– Time starts on receipt with
Ombudsman

Ombudsmen services

Mediation service

Where mediation is unlikely to be
successful, TPAS will help the
customer take its case to
Pensions Ombudsman or
Financial Ombudsman

TPAS takes on cases where it
believes that mediation will be
successful. Mediation is lower
cost for industry and customer
indirectly

IDR required

TPAS can help, comment and
advise on a complaint at any time.
This is important as some
complainant’s, especially those
who are vulnerable, struggle to
put their case to the pension
scheme/ provider.

For a simple customer
journey, there should be one
place to go to for all help
with your pension

Information &
guidance

1st party

Misunderstandings can be
cleared up where the customer
does not have a valid complaint.
This is dealt with by the helpline
speaking or writing to the
customer
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Final messages
Ageing society
• Desired policy outcome – people make proper provision for their retirement
• Make pensions guidance the social norm
Future issues
• People don’t know what they don’t know
• 50 somethings – DC pension will be significant part of their retirement income
• Pensions have a long tail and are not becoming simpler e.g. LISA
• No experience of being a consumer of pensions
Benefits of working together
• Guidance empowers the customer
• Empowered customer is likely to engage more
• Leading to trust in pensions
06 June 2016
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Access to Advice
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Retirement Product Choices
3%

45%

Pension Annuities
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52%

Income Drawdown

Fixed Term Annuities
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Retirement Advice Channel

44%

45%

11%

Independent Advice

Restricted Advice

Non-advised
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Shopping Around is More Important Than
Ever
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Shopping Around – Why is advice so important?
Choice is great, but with it comes a decision making burden for the consumer

Innovation in the ‘At Retirement’ Market
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Innovation

Innovation
#1
Digitalise Advice

Innovation #2

Innovation #3

Re-invent the
customer
experience

Risk and
Governance

Critical Enabler
A trusted brand

Customer Journey – Shaping Solutions to Needs
EDUCATE & ENGAGE

Online
information &
research hub

Online personal
options report

PERSONAL ADVICE

Build your fact
find online

Advice (suitability)
report

ARRANGE

Follow up from
our Advisers

Product set-up
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Educate
£2,000
for advice
– rip off
surely?

The state
will help

I just want
my tax
free cash.

I’ll
just stick
with my
Pension
Provider
Why
bother
looking
around

A trusted
brand?

What
does my
employer
say?

What are
the
catches?

It feels
like hard
work

Errgh>*&%
! I give up!

Is my data
going to be
secure?

I just need
to ask
Pension
Wise

We’ll
muddle
through?

It’s too
scary –
I’ll look a
fool!

They’re
going to
push their
products

I’ll have a
look on
the
internet
What do
my
friends
say?

Wake Up
Packs Can I get a
better deal
?

Affordable?

What does
The Mail
on Sunday
say?

Can I
get to grips
with what
this
means?

Disruption and Choice

If I get
stuck whose
going to
help me?

It’s going
to be
complex

Engage

Educate

• We’re working to secure broader engagement with advice services

What
happens
if things
change?

Will it really
be
personalised
for me?

Advise

• Innovative service features to negate fears and
concerns with lots of human content, touch points
and ‘nudges’ to help customers along the way

Educate
£2,000
for advice
– rip off
surely?

The state
will help

I just want
my tax
free cash.
I’ll
just stick
with my
Pension
Provider
Why
bother
looking
around

A trusted
brand?

What
does my
employer
say?

What are
the
catches?

It feels
like hard
work

Errgh>*&%
! I give up!

Is my data
going to be
secure?

I just need
to ask
Pension
Wise

We’ll
muddle
through?

It’s too
scary –
I’ll look a
fool!

They’re
going to
push their
products

I’ll have a
look on
the
internet
What do
my
friends
say?

Can I get a
better deal
now?

Affordable?

What does
The Mail on
Sunday
say?

Disruption & Choice

Can I
get to grips
with what
this
means?

If I get
stuck whose
going to
help me?

Educate

It’s going
to be
complex

Engage

What
happens
if things
change?

Will it really
be
personalised
for me?

Advise

Always recognising it’s the customers journey we’re helping them with. Advice must be at their pace, under their direction
and enabling them to feel in control of what they do with their hard earned retirement savings
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Engage
‘Light Touch’ effort to generate a Free Personalised Retirement Options report

Engage
Integrated video content
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with extended content
on registering for
download

Advice
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Advice

Product Fulfilment
Once happy with the advice, the customer can choose for LV= to put in place all the
complex arrangements to set up the products.
This includes;
• Sorting out the form filling for the customer
• Obtaining the discharge forms from the providers of the customers pension pot(s)
• Organising the payment of tax free cash
• Keeping the customer informed along the way
For a fixed price of £499
• Payable as a one-off payment or by deduction from pension pot
And after product set-up, our on-going communications and advice subscription (where recommended) services ensure
customers stay connected with their product selections and have access to advice on an ongoing basis to adapt them to any
changes in needs, circumstances or preferences.
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Potential Distribution Options Summary
‘Plug & Play’ with
Advice

Retirement Options

‘Insource’ Advice
Commercial Relationship

Retirement Explained

Advice

Retirement Options

Retirement Explained

‘Fully
Customised’
• Referral to LV= using the
Wizard. Payaway per customer
• Light customisation e.g. joint
landing page / promo codes
• ‘Risk Free’ advice to partner

• Referral to LV= using the
Wizard. Payaway per customer
• Adapted advice solutions (e.g.
Investment funds) and
customisation options
• ‘Risk Free’ advice to partner

‘Plug & Play’
Advice

‘Plug & Play’
with

‘Fully Customised’

4 -6 months of
adviser due diligence
on LV advice utility.

Advice

Retirement Options

Retirement Explained

2-3 months (post
initial utility setup wef TBA).
• Fully customised advice utility
and CEXP to partners
requirements
• WW led delivery with set-up
fee and revenue share

1-2 months (post
initial utility setup wef Oct 2015).

Timescale

Robo-advisers
High

Retirement Explained

Automated
regulated
online
advice

Regulated
advice
delivered
online

Online
guidance/
execution
only

Automation complexity

Retirement Options

Low

Advice

‘Insource’
Advice
Effort

‘Plug & Play’ Advice

• Adopting LV advice Wizard with
advice risk to Partner
• CEXP to partners requirements
• W.Wizards led delivery with
Set-up fee + revenue share

6-9 months.

Product complexity

Low

Savings &
Investments

Pension
accumulation

High

At-retirement/
decumulation
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Questions

Comments

The views expressed in this [publication/presentation] are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do
not endorse any of the views stated, nor any claims or representations made in this [publication/presentation] and accept no responsibility
or liability to any person for loss or damage suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation
made in this [publication/presentation].
The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide
actuarial advice or advice of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On
no account may any part of this [publication/presentation] be reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA [or authors, in the
case of non-IFoA research].
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